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HUMAN TISSUE AND TRANSPLANT AMENDMENT BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 1 September. 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [5.25 pm]:  The opposition supports this legislation.  Its purpose is to amend the 
Human Tissue and Transplant Act 1982 to allow for a different mechanism for the exchange of transplants, 
particularly kidney transplants.  The problem is that the act contains a provision making it unlawful for any 
person to acquire, receive or transfer any human organ for what was called valuable consideration for use in 
human transplantation.  The problem arises because, although the term “valuable consideration” has a different 
meaning overseas, it was given an alternative meaning here in Western Australia.  I will read from a paper about 
the legal status in other countries.  The words “valuable consideration” were interpreted differently in the United 
States.  The paper states - 

The General Counsel to UNOS; Malcolm E. Ritsch, Jr., provided the following position statement: 
dated 7th March 7, 2003: ‘The donation of an organ is properly considered to be a legal gift, rather than 
a contractual undertaking.  By definition, there is no “consideration” at all in a gift transaction.  Like 
all gifts, organ donations may be made for specific purposes’.  There is no “valuable consideration” 
under NOTA § 301 in any of these living donation arrangements.  In fact, there is no “consideration” 
present at all.  The donor receives none, the recipient gives none and none is transferred to a broker’. 

UNOS is the United Network for Organ Sharing.  Because of the interpretation of “valuable consideration”, we 
are now enacting a new section of the act that will allow for transfer of donations.  However, legislation allowing 
valuable consideration to be interpreted in the same fashion as in the United States would have served the same 
purpose.  Nevertheless, the opposition agrees with this proposal.   

The main issue is a process of transfer of organs known as a paired kidney exchange program.  This legislation 
does not apply only to kidneys, but has largely been initiated because of issues related to kidney transplants.  I 
will explain the paired kidney exchange program.  Suppose I had a child who required a renal transplant and I 
was prepared to donate my kidney to my child and the minister similarly had a child who needed a kidney 
transplant and was also prepared to donate one of his kidneys for his child.  However, it was discovered that my 
kidney was not compatible with my child but was compatible with the minister’s child, and that the minister’s 
kidney was not compatible with his child but was compatible with my child.  In this case we could carry out a 
paired organ transplant.  However, because that is considered to be a valuable consideration under the law, it is 
therefore an illegal arrangement.  This change to the law allows that to be put in place, not only for direct 
relatives but also for others, when others may be suitable for a transplantation.  It also provides the opportunity 
for lists of organ donors to be registered.  For example, if I had a child who required a transplantation, his name 
could be put on that list.  I could also offer my kidney for transplantation to somebody else, provided my child 
received a kidney in return.  That is a great step forward in the transplantation legislation. 

As members may know, about five years ago our government started a program called DonateWest.  Since that 
time there has been a significant improvement in the numbers of organs that have been available for 
transplantation.  The figure has more than doubled from seven organ donors per million of population in 2001 to 
20 organ donors per million of population in 2005.  The problem, particularly with renal transplantation, relates 
to live transplantation as opposed to transplantation for those who volunteer their organs but are deceased.  There 
is a significant advantage to live transplantation of kidneys in particular, because of the obvious health of the 
kidney that is involved.  I would like to repeat some comments that were made in the minister’s second reading 
speech -  

Live kidney transplants have a number of advantages in comparison with cadaveric transplants.  First, 
the transplant is performed as soon as a willing donor is identified.  A patient’s survival improves with 
less time on dialysis.  Secondly, live kidneys last on average twice as long as cadaveric kidneys.  
Thirdly, less immunosuppressive therapy is needed, leading to fewer risks of infection.  Fourthly, the 
transplant can be planned, and the outcome is improved when the time between removing the kidney 
and transplantation is minimised.  

This act is certainly necessary to make available to people requiring transplants a far greater number of organs 
for transplantation. 
I want to speak briefly about kidney transplants.  I intend to deviate slightly because this bill gives me an 
opportunity to lobby the minister about something that I raised with him before to do with kidney disease; this 
seems the perfect opportunity to do that.  Kidney disease in Western Australia is a major disease and is 
significantly increasing.  It is a major disease in the Aboriginal populations in Western Australia.  For those who 
are not aware, remote Aboriginal communities suffer a high level of renal disease. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr S.C. Thomas):  Order!  There is too much noise in the chamber.  Would 
members please take their conversations outside. 
Dr K.D. HAMES:  The issue of renal disease in Aboriginal communities is particularly disturbing and at a very 
high level.  Yesterday I was talking to some people from the Australian Kidney Association in Melbourne about 
kidney disease in remote Aboriginal communities.  Interestingly, our committee received a presentation from the 
Telethon Child Research Institute, run by Fiona Stanley, about the swimming pool program in Aboriginal 
communities.  One of the accidental findings of that study was that there was a significant reduction in the 
incidence of renal disease in those Aboriginal children.  Members may recall that I initiated that swimming pool 
program because I had a medical theory based on my experience as a general practitioner suggesting that the 
constant exposure to dust in Aboriginal communities and the lack of flushing through of that dust caused nasal 
irritation, followed by nasal congestion, followed by infection, followed by secondary throat, chest and 
particularly ear infection, which caused a large number of perforations in the ears of Aboriginal children, 
followed by deafness in school and therefore lack of ability in school.  Those things were all combined.  
Aboriginals also have a high incidence of skin infections.  It has been shown in other studies that regular 
immersion of the children in water is beneficial for those things.  In my view, the best way to get kids to 
immerse in water is not to shove them in the shower but to give them a swimming pool that allows that regular 
exposure.  We got Fiona Stanley and the institute to conduct before and after studies.  A year before we sent in 
ear, nose and throat experts and paediatric experts to record all of the illnesses in those communities, we 
installed the swimming pools, and then we followed up with a study that showed a significant reduction in all of 
those infections.  We also had the no school, no pool policy, so the kids went to school as well.  We sealed all 
the internal roads and introduced a reticulation and greening program to reduce levels of dust in the 
communities.   
In a presentation that I heard a few months ago, I learnt that those people found that there was also a reduction in 
renal disease in Aboriginal children.  I wondered how that could be.  GPs have been arguing with Princess 
Margaret Hospital for Children about the use of antibiotics for a long time.  The theory at PMH is that for GPs 
everything is bacterial and GPs give antibiotics for everything that moves.  The theory at PMH is that everything 
is viral unless proven otherwise, over and over again, so nobody gets antibiotics, because there is an 80 per cent 
chance that it is viral.  We see children when they come home from PMH still extremely ill, with pus pouring out 
of their noses or ears or coughing it up, we give them antibiotics and two days later they are better.  Our feeling 
is that PMH does not treat them enough; their feeling is that we treat them too much.  However, there is no doubt 
that Aboriginals are much slower at accessing medical practitioners for things such as nose, ear and skin 
infections, and we know that streptococcal infections are one of the major causes of middle ear infections and 
also of skin infections, which are often staphylococcal and streptococcal infections combined.  One of the 
leading causes of renal disease is post-streptococcal glomerulonephritis, an infection in which antibodies are 
produced to the bacteria and, subsequently, those antibodies cause damage to the kidneys; they can result in 
significant renal damage and, in the long term, renal failure.  I have asked for some statistics on the incidence of 
that type of renal disease amongst the Aboriginal population and I am waiting for those to come back.  I suspect 
that that may be one of the leading causes of these problems in Aboriginal communities.  If that is true, the early 
treatment with antibiotics in Aboriginal communities of children with potentially streptococcal infections could 
be of significant long-term benefit in reducing renal disease in Aboriginal communities.  I would like to have 
Fiona Stanley contracted to do a study into that.  Before pressing my case with the minister, I will also talk to the 
federal minister about it and wait to get that information on renal disease - the percentage of renal disease that is 
post-streptococcal in Aboriginal communities - because it is important to know that in advance.  However, the 
incidence of long-term end-stage renal disease in Aboriginal communities is exceptionally high.  I know of very 
many Aboriginal people whose lives are virtually destroyed by their need to attend two or three times a week for 
renal dialysis.  If anything restricts their opportunity to have renal transplants from other family members, it is 
essential that that be changed.  For example, in my work on Aboriginal heritage surveys, I have come into 
contact with Joan Martin and her family.  We heard today the announcement concerning Midwest Corporation 
Ltd, which has just reached an agreement with the Chinese concerning the Koolanooka Hills.  We were 
conducting an Aboriginal heritage survey on that area for the Midwest Corporation.  One of Joan Martin’s 
children, who has detailed knowledge of the area, was unable to come out with us for more than two or three 
days at a time because he had to be back in Perth to have renal dialysis.  His kidneys are destroyed and his long-
term prospects are not good.  We applaud anything that will increase the opportunity for him to have a 
transplant. 
As the minister knows, this bill is very brief.  It is, in effect, only one paragraph, which states - 

Section 29 amended 
After section 29(4) the following subsection is inserted - 

“ 
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(4a) Where the Minister considers it desirable by reason of special circumstances so to do, the 
Minister may, in writing, approve the entering into of a contract or arrangement that would, 
but for the approval, be void under subsection (1), and nothing in subsection (1) or (2) applies 
to or in relation to a contract or arrangement entered into in accordance with an approval under 
this subsection. 

”. 
For members who do not follow the language, that means that when it is determined in the act that a valuable 
consideration will be derived - under the Western Australian interpretation that includes the paired kidney 
exchange - the minister may give approval in writing for that to occur when an application is made to him.  As 
the minister is aware, similar legislation exists in other states such as New South Wales and South Australia.  
The variations are only minor, particularly in the legislation of Tasmania and the Northern Territory.  Within the 
provisions lies the key to something the opposition is concerned about.  The Northern Territory legislation states 
that any exchange is subject to the conditions and restrictions specified in the instrument.  That means that 
conditions exist to the approval by the minister.  Queensland has a provision that conditions and restrictions 
apply as specified in the permit.  In both cases there are restrictions and permits that set out what the minister 
must take into consideration when giving approval.  The general feeling in the community is that there should be 
no financial gain from a transaction involving a kidney or other organ exchange.  However, there is nothing in 
this legislation to prevent that happening.  There was in the original legislation; it was quite specific.  If there 
was valuable consideration, exchange was not permitted.  This legislation overrides that provision in the old 
legislation.  The valuable consideration can be put aside by the minister in considering whether he will give 
approval.  The general feeling is that the minister would have the same view as the rest of us and not allow any 
exchange of money.  However, there is nothing in this legislation that prevents any minister in the future from 
saying that it is okay to have an exchange of money and that approval will be given.  When Hon Helen Morton 
raised the issue with people in the minister’s department, she was advised that that was true; there was nothing to 
prevent the minister from doing that.  The opposition will support the legislation through this house.  However, 
when it gets to the other place, I would like the opportunity for a committee that comprises members from both 
sides of Parliament to look into the issue and perhaps devise a better way of doing it.  I advise the house of the 
seven-member Western Australian Kidney Transplant Service council.  The downside of this is that it relates 
only to kidney transplants.  During debate amongst ourselves, the suggestion was made that the minister should 
rely on a majority recommendation of the council to give approval so that it was not left just to the minister to 
make a decision about an approval.  As such, the minister would do it on the advice of the kidney transplant 
service council, which has representatives from the different bodies involved in looking after kidney transplants 
in Western Australia.  An alternative suggestion was an amendment to the effect that, although the minister may 
give approval, it could not occur if there was a financial exchange.  However, it is clear that reimbursement for 
loss of income and so on is acceptable.  We agree 100 per cent with that.  Some members on this side of the 
house believe that, if one of their children required a kidney transplant, they would pay anything to find a 
suitable donor.  If someone were willing to sell one of his kidneys knowing perfectly well that he could survive 
on the other, I have to say that, frankly, I would not see anything wrong with that if it would save my child.  
However, I do not believe that the community is ready for that.  Certainly, the medical industry is opposed to any 
commercial consideration in kidney exchanges.  Despite that, we all know that Mr Packer was able to obtain a 
kidney from his pilot.  The general impression was that it was an altruistic donation, and that there was no 
financial contribution. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Maybe that was right. 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  Yes; maybe that was right.  The feeling of some is that that should be the case in Western 
Australia.  I understand that is the belief of the minister.  The intent of the legislation is to not do anything 
different.  However, there is nothing to stop that from happening under future ministers under the amendment 
that is contained in this legislation.  We would like a committee or panel to look at a mechanism to make 
decisions easier for the minister.  If the minister were to give approval on the majority recommendation of a 
panel of experts, that would take pressure from him and mean that the panel considers decisions in such a 
fashion. 

The opposition supports this legislation.  I would like the aforementioned issue to be considered in the other 
place.  For now, the opposition will support the legislation in this place. 

DR G.G. JACOBS (Roe) [5.48 pm]:  I take this opportunity to speak to this amending legislation.  This 
legislation is colloquially known as the paired transplantation bill.  An article was carried in The West Australian 
some weeks ago that featured a married couple, the wife of which was in renal failure.  The husband wished to 
donate one of his kidneys but it was not compatible with his wife because of tissue and blood group problems.  
Both those types of compatibilities are very important considerations.  In fact, technologies have been developed 
that have resulted in this type of bill that is being debated today in the chamber.  I will give an example of the 
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way in which the problem of incompatibility can be overcome.  Although I am not related to the husband and 
wife in the example I gave, I would be happy to donate a kidney to the wife, who may be in renal failure, if the 
husband agrees to donate a kidney to my son with whom he is compatible.  That is practically what would 
happen in a live paired tissue transplantation donation. 

Why are we faced with this bill?  The reasons are probably twofold.  As I said, the technology for a transplant to 
occur allows us to crossmatch and tissue type people in the community who are not related.  I suppose another 
reason is the need for transplantation.  There are 156 people in the state waiting for a kidney donor, and more 
than 700 patients on haemodialysis.  The caseload of live paired donors for this cohort of patients will not solve 
all their needs for donated kidneys, but it will go some way towards alleviating that need.  In fact, until 2005, the 
number of donated kidneys in this state was a miserable seven per million of the population.  That number has 
improved significantly so that today there are 20 organ transplants per million of the population.  The organs are 
essentially cadaveric, which means that patients who donate organs are clinically brain dead and on life support 
to maintain the viability of their organs.  It is fair to say that although this bill will not solve all donation 
problems, it will go a little way to improving the poor donation and transplant rates in the state, albeit they have 
improved in recent times. 

The Minister for Health would well know the deficiencies in the system that have caused the relatively low 
donation rate that we would all like to be a lot higher.  Briefly, these include families withdrawing consent at a 
crucial, but very emotional, time in their lives for the donation of an organ from their recently brain-deceased 
relative.  Secondly, there is the issue of people opting into, instead of out of, a licensed donor system.  In fact, 
many people, including me, have not got around to opting into the system and agreeing to be a donor.  However, 
recently I made it very clear to my family that I want to donate my organs if I am ever in that situation.  The 
third aspect is the lack of medical specialist input; in other words - forgive me for saying this - a spotter role.  
That does not mean hunting bodies or organs.  It means employing people, preferably consultants, in the large 
hospitals to consult with specialists in intensive care units to identify and screen potential donors for suitability 
as donors.  We know, with the appointment of Dr Harry Moody in recent times, that identifying patients as 
suitable donors is an important role, particularly consulting with ICU specialists in that regard. 

I was very sad recently when a friend of mine from Esperance died waiting for a liver transplant.  In fact, she 
was only 50 years old.  I do not blame anybody for her death, but there is a dire need to address the very low 
donor rate.  If the donor rate had been higher in Western Australia - indeed, in Australia - that lady might be 
alive today.  Although this bill is good in concept, it will not save the world and it will not improve WA’s low 
donor rate.  It will perhaps go a small way to increasing the low donor rate by six or 10 donors a year. 

The opposition supports the concept of the bill but does have some misgivings about it.  The member for 
Dawesville touched on those misgivings.  As members can see, it is a very short paper.  In fact the bill centres 
around an amendment to add new subsection (4a) to section 29 of the Human Tissue and Transplant Act 1982.  
The provisions in that proposed subsection are central to what I am talking about today.  The bill is very short 
but, because of that, it has potential complications.  This is not an easy issue.  The complications are the 
commercial implications of the bill on live paired transplantation issues, the potential for a trade in body parts 
and the development of an agency in that trade if an accent is put on the commercial side of this bill.  The issue 
of a contract, as mentioned in the proposed subsection, may lead to agreements that are conditional on a job or a 
career, or to a commercial arrangement other than a purely altruistic arrangement.  I am therefore keen that there 
be no formal contract, no commercial implications and no complicated law, but truly an altruistic agreement.   

There is a practical view of this bill in that, obviously, a live paired transplant is a two-step procedure.  If I 
donate my kidney to the wife of the couple in my example, the other part of the agreement must happen 
synchronously.  In fact, it would require facilities that allowed the donations in the two-step procedure to take 
place.  I have explained the mechanics of that practical procedure.  If I donated my kidney to the wife in my 
example at the same time as my son received one from the husband donor, there may be a need for two hospitals.  
There would certainly be a need for four theatres, as these procedures must happen at the same time.  I am sure 
that is understood, as we would not want one donor to renege on one arm of the deal, as it were.  The bill is 
therefore conditional on some hospital infrastructure and staffing considerations.  I believe that they are in place 
now and that some live paired cases have already taken place in Western Australia.   

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Before the dinner break I referred to some of my misgivings about the Human Tissue and 
Transplant Amendment Bill 2005, and its impact on what is colloquially known as paired organ exchange, which 
involves two pairs of living donors.   

Although clause 4, which amends section 29 of the act, is essentially central to this issue, it has the potential for 
complications.  This amending bill is not easy to deal with, as the brevity of it would suggest.   
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I have already alluded to my concerns about the possible commercial aspects of contracted arrangements in this 
living donors paired organ exchange.  My objection to clause 4 of the bill is that it states “Where the Minister 
considers”.  Perhaps that should be beefed up.  The minister’s responsibility should probably in practice involve 
consultation with some other committee or council, or perhaps a transplant service council, similar to the 
Australian Kidney Foundation WA.  I am suggesting that because of the complex medical implications that will 
arise, an advisory board should be in place to advise the minister on these living donors paired transplant 
arrangements.  Perhaps a transplant service council responsible for all organ transplants could provide the 
expertise, balance and independence to make some of the decisions that would be in the form of an agreement 
rather than a contract.   

I hope members agree that although the bill is quite short and is central to section 29 of the act, it has the 
potential to be quite complex.  I had intended to reduce the potential for this bill to be complex and complicated 
by moving amendments during the consideration in detail stage.  Before the dinner break I foreshadowed some 
amendments.  I will briefly recount my remarks, if only to indicate some of my misgivings.  I will not formally 
move the amendments I foreshadowed and I have conveyed my intention to the minister.   

I had proposed to move an amendment to page 2, line 16 by inserting after the word “Minister” the words “with 
advice from the Western Australian Transplant Service Council”.  In that way, the council or a similar body 
would advise the minister of the mechanism and complexities of this issue and whether a particular live paired 
transplant arrangement could proceed.  That was in light of my misgiving about the lack of independence, 
balance and expertise.   

Another amendment I proposed to move was to page 2, line 17, by deleting “of a contract”, because a contract 
implies a commercial arrangement, and substituting the words “an altruistic agreement”.  It is evident that in 
isolation my amendments will not deal with some of the complex issues.  A wider review of the legislation is 
necessary to get it right.  We do not want to open a legal or commercial minefield in the area of body part 
trading, whereby there are, for example, agents in body parts or someone’s job becoming conditional upon the 
donation of an organ to the boss’s family member.  I might be overstating the situation, but this bill needs more 
consideration.  In light of that, I reviewed the amendments I had foreshadowed and it became clear to me that the 
issue needs wider consideration.   

Madam Deputy Speaker, perhaps this bill should be referred to a parliamentary committee for it to consider all 
the implications.  As I have said, we must get it right.  In fact, I may move at another stage that the bill be 
referred to the Education and Health Standing Committee.  It is the role of parliamentary committees to go 
through in detail the implications of legislation and advise Parliament.  I understand the need for this legislation.  
Technologies now allow these transplants to occur.  The legislation will not solve all the issues of low donor 
rates, but it will go some of the way.  I commend the concept of the bill.   

MR P.W. ANDREWS (Southern River) [7.10 pm]:  I am very pleased to support the amendments that will be 
made to the Human Tissue and Transplant Act.  I acknowledge the presence in the public gallery of Dr Harry 
Moody, who is one of Western Australia’s outstanding renal physicians.  Indeed, he has an international 
reputation.  I welcome him to the Parliament tonight. 

Our government has introduced a number of measures, particularly over the past three years, to increase the rate 
of organ and tissue donation in Western Australia, including amendments to the Coroners Act, the establishment 
of a death audit within our hospital system and the appointment of Dr Moody as a medical donor coordinator at 
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital.  It has had a significant effect.  This legislation should be couched in terms of our 
endeavours to increase the rate of donation.   

I will paint the scene of where organ donation stands in Western Australia.  These amendments will allow the 
establishment of a paired kidney exchange program.  The bill deals with section 29, which relates to “valuable 
consideration”.  The member for Dawesville spoke about the increasing rate of diabetes in the Aboriginal 
community.  We know that each year there is an eight per cent increase -  
Dr K.D. Hames:  I was talking about renal disease.  There is diabetes as well.   
Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  Indeed.  We know that the number of people who reach end-stage renal failure is 
increasing by about eight per cent each year.  With the increasing rate of diseases that lead to renal failure, 
including diabetes, we are obviously coming to the crest of the wave, and this legislation will become even more 
important.  Not all people who reach end-stage renal failure end up on dialysis, but probably an extra six per cent 
each year reach this stage.  Obviously, that increases the burden on not only the state but also families, because 
someone in the family is ill and so on.  The life expectancy of many people on dialysis is quite poor.  Therefore, 
the best solution to this problem is to increase the rate of organ donation.  In 2000 there were about 156 people 
on the waiting list for a donation, while today there are 132 on the list.  The waiting list fluctuates.  There is 
some elasticity in it.  Generally, the number has come down fairly marginally, but it has stopped increasing, 
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which is the most important thing.  Interestingly, in 2000, when DonateWest was established - I will come back 
to DonateWest later - following a very good parliamentary report, the rate of donation increased quickly.  I think 
the annual number of donations went up to the 20s - 21 or 22.  However, it immediately went down to 13 in 2001 
and to 14 in 2002.  Then it started to climb again.  It was 18 in 2003 and 23 in 2004.  This year, as at Saturday, it 
was 23.   
Dr K.D. Hames:  I am fascinated that you know all those figures.  At some point during your speech can you 
explain your involvement, so that we can understand your association?   
Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  Sure.  The member has asked my involvement.  I had a kidney transplant in 1992.  One 
of the things I wanted to do when I came to Parliament was to put in place any measures that I could or to 
influence the government of the day.  When I ran for election, I thought I would be in opposition.  
My wife and I went to Spain in 2003.  Prior to my election to Parliament, I had always thought that organ 
donation was largely a problem in the community, that the community did not really support it and that that was 
one of the reasons the rate was not very high.  In 2003 my wife, who was a renal nurse at the time - she no longer 
is - and I went to Spain.  We met Professor Matesanz, the founder of the Spanish model, whom the member 
might know of.  He met us in Madrid.  We paid for the trip ourselves.  I make that point very clear.  The good 
professor had an ordinary exercise book.  He asked me how many intensive care unit beds we had in Western 
Australia.  I could not quite remember the number but I thought I had it right, so I told him and he wrote it down.  
He asked me how many medical donor coordinators we had in Western Australia, and I said none.  He said, 
“Well, you’re not going to get any organs.”  In Spain the national average is 35 donations per million of 
population a year.  The rate of organ donation in Western Australia at that time in 2001 was seven.  There were 
13 actual donations that year.  We also went to Barcelona.  In the Catalan district in Barcelona that was serviced 
by a major transplant hospital, the donation rate was 52 donations per million a year, and they thought they could 
get it higher.  There are a couple of points that go with that.  The opt in, opt out legislation is supposed to have 
some effect.   
Dr K.D. Hames:  There is live donation.   
Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  This is cadaveric donation of 52 donations per million; in other words, it was six times 
the rate of donation in Western Australia at that stage, and that is in the Catalan district itself.  There are 
variations in the reasons for this, but the issue they point to constantly is the attitude of the physicians in the 
hospitals and the fact that they have designated medical donor coordinators, highly qualified and respected 
people in the hospital system, to identify those potential donors.  I will come back to that issue.   
That is where it stood and that is where we are going now.  Having said that, at the moment Western Australia 
has had 23 donations this year, with maybe a couple more by the end of the year.  I put to the house that our rate 
is only about half of what it should be.  The reality is that by the end of this year we might be the best state in 
Australia, but we still have a long way to go if we are to catch up with European countries and so on.   
The paired kidney exchange program will allow not just an increase in the number of organ donations.  There are 
other reasons for the program as well; it gets a better outcome.  In 2004, 763 patients in Western Australia were 
on dialysis.  As I have said, about 132 patients are on the waiting list at the moment.  The average waiting time 
has come down to 3.1 years, but there is still a fair bit of variation either side of that figure; in other words, a 
large number of people have to wait a considerable period.  Others get lucky.  I got lucky.  I was on dialysis for 
18 months.  Since 2001 there has been a total of 264 transplants.  The problem is that to reduce the number of 
patients on the waiting list, we need to be doing between 80 and 100 kidney transplants a year.  We have a long 
way to go before we will reduce the number on the waiting list.  It is still possible.  In South Australia, which I 
visited recently, a very small pool of 40 to 60 people are waiting for kidney transplants.  That is the optimal 
number, and obviously we want the best result when a kidney becomes available.   
I advise members who do not know much about haemodialysis treatment that it involves the insertion of needles 
the size of knitting needles into an artery in the patient’s arm.  The blood is pumped out and clean blood is 
pumped back into the vein.  That occurs two to three times a week.  That frequency is not based on any kind of 
magic formula; it was established in the United States.  The best dialysis treatment I have seen was what is called 
nocturnal, or home, dialysis, which is carried out for seven or eight hours, six nights a week.  The benefits of that 
treatment are almost as good as those a real kidney can provide.  I was treated with continuous ambulatory 
peritoneal dialysis, four times a day.  It involves the insertion of a tube in the patient’s stomach to enable the 
flow of two litres of dialysis solution into his system and two litres out.  It works all right as long as the tube 
stays clean and the patient does not contract peritonitis, which I managed to do and consequently vomited all 
over a nurse, poor dear! 

I do not like talking about the cost of medical treatment, but dialysis treatment in hospital costs $86 000 a year, 
dialysis of one patient in a satellite situation costs $48 000 and CAPD and home dialysis costs $33 000 a year.  
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Organ donation is one of the few health remedies that can bring costs down.  I have this conversation with the 
minister often but he does not quite believe me; nonetheless, that is the effect of organ donation.   

As we have already heard, section 29 of the Human Tissue and Transplant Act 1982 prohibits contracts being 
undertaken that involve “valuable consideration”.  The member for Dawesville discussed the legalities of that, so 
I will not do so again.  Obviously, the original intent of the act was to stop the trade in organs, particularly 
kidneys.  I find the issue of the sale of organs to be abhorrent.  I will come back to that if I get a chance.   

Obviously, the member for Dawesville copied my notes or somehow I copied his notes because he referred to the 
United States National Organ Transplant Act 1984.  That act also refers to “valuable consideration” and is 
similar to our act.  The quote he used basically came from Mr Ritsch, the General Counsel to the United States 
National Organ Transplant Service.  In effect, it states that no consideration is provided at all: “The donor 
receives none, the recipient gives none, and none is transferred to a broker.”  The paired exchange program is not 
happening in any Australian jurisdiction, although other states are obviously considering it.  The Queensland and 
South Australian governments might already have the power to implement that program.  Regardless of whether 
it is possible to implement the program under the act, the amendments will play a valuable role in clarifying it.  

In a paired kidney exchange, a kidney from an incompatible donor is matched with and transplanted into the 
recipient of a second donor-patient pair and vice versa.  It is quite simple to understand.  If the wife of a married 
couple has kidney disease, and her spouse cannot give his kidney to her because they are not compatible, another 
couple is found and crossover occurs.  That has a number of advantages.  It is necessary because 10 to 20 per 
cent of patients cannot receive a transplant from a spouse or friend who can donate a kidney because of the 
ABO, or blood-type, incompatibility.  Up to another 10 per cent of patients cannot receive transplants from 
living donors because of a positive cross match.  That means that the donor and the patient have the same sort of 
T-cells.  When the T-cells recognise the T-cells from the other body they attack them and kill them and, as a 
result, the kidney itself dies.  Crossover is necessary in about 20 per cent of cases.  In other words, out of 10 
pairs, two could not possibly be donors and recipients; each of the two recipients would have to find a different 
donor.  It might be possible to do that under the current legislation, but this amendment will make sure it can be 
done.  

The advantages of the paired exchange program is that, firstly, it makes more kidneys available, to which I have 
already alluded.  More importantly, it produces better results.  If a child of mine needed a kidney transplant and I 
was at an age at which I knew I would need my kidneys for only a short period, I would donate a kidney.  I 
would have no problem with that.  If I were in my twenties and my child needed a transplant, I would give the 
child one of my own rather than the child receive a cadaveric transplant.  The child’s chance of a better graft 
would be greater because the success rate is much better when the donor is alive.  

In the early days of transplantation, usually only a family member could donate because of immunosuppression 
issues.  In other words, the outcome was better when the donor and recipient were genetically matched.  
Procedures have improved so much now that a recipient from an unrelated donor can achieve some very good 
results.  Five years after a transplant from a living donor 75 per cent of the kidney grafts still work.  However, 
after the same period only 66 per cent of people who receive kidneys from a deceased donor are still living.  In 
other words, all other circumstances being equal, I probably would give my child one of my kidneys.  Actually, I 
would not because my kidneys are stuffed!  If any member has a spare kidney, please let me know!  The result is 
much better.  The obvious reason for the better result is the genetic matching.  If a kidney is available from a 
deceased person, the T-cells can be matched immediately, the B-cells play a role and tests involving their 
compatibility take longer.  A person who is going through the process now of donating a kidney can organise the 
T-cell tests on the spot.  He can also organise the B-cell tests because a period is available in which the tests can 
be done.  The whole process of donating a kidney takes the best part of a year in light of all the tests involved, 
including psychological tests, blood tests and all the rest of it.  

Dr K.D. Hames:  How is your testing going?   

Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  Mine are finished.  They are at a creatinine level of 400.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  The new one or the old one? 

Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  The new one.  I am looking out for a kidney.  Actually, I am going all right; I am 
hanging in there.  

The primary benefit of receiving a kidney from a living donor is that the patient receives a pre-emptive kidney.  
Any type of dialysis will limit the graft following a kidney transplant.  In other words, if a kidney recipient has 
never been on dialysis, he has a much better chance of a successful transplant.  That very rarely happens in 
Western Australia because the rate is so low.   

[Leave granted for the member’s time to be extended.] 
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Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  Grafts last a lot longer in pre-emptive transplants.  After 10 years, the kidneys of 48 per 
cent of patients who have been on dialysis for two years are still functioning.  In pre-emptive cases, after 10 
years, 80 per cent of the kidneys are still functioning.  The rate is 48 per cent compared to 80 per cent.  There is a 
huge long-term difference.  It is not only a case of finding more organs but also of achieving a much better 
outcome for the patient.  

The other advantage is the long-term psychological benefits.  It is very difficult for people waiting for organ 
donations.  A phone call comes through in the morning and before they know they are out to it on the operating 
table and that is followed by the rest of the process.  A different psychology is involved.  For some people that 
would be much easier in some ways.  

I will make another point about the psychological benefits of transplants.  If a child were sick and the husband 
could not donate to the child, that would leave the wife as the donor.  We can imagine the pressure that would be 
placed on the wife.  We assume that everyone is ready to do it for his or her own child, but that person might not 
be for any number of reasons, such as what happened to her in the past, sheer fear of the operation, or the worry 
that she might donate an organ and something will go wrong.  A lot of pressure would be put on the other person 
if the partner were not available to do it.  However, if the husband could go to someone else and say, “I will give 
one to you as long as you give one to my daughter”, there would be a psychological benefit for the other person 
involved, who might not psychologically be able to do it.  That would be a terrific advantage. 

I will deal with the benefits for the donor.  The psychology of it is that people who donate organs to husband, 
wife, daughter or someone else benefit from it psychologically.  When asked whether they would do it again if 
they had the opportunity - not donate another kidney, but if similar circumstances arose again - the vast majority 
of people say yes.  The studies show that it is quite a positive result.   

The risk for the recipient is much the same as the risk that is inherent in any sort of transplantation.  In the short 
term, greater mortality rates are involved in transplants than in dialysis, obviously, because a person undergoes 
an operation.  However, apart from that, the circumstances are much the same.  I assure members that 90 per 
cent of people who are on dialysis would certainly get an organ if they could.  Some people function very well 
on dialysis; some people do not.  To me, dialysis is like the worst hangover that a person has ever had - I know 
my colleagues do not drink much - mixed with acute pain.  That is what dialysis is like.   

The risk for the donors is a little different.  A United States study showed that when an organ was taken out 
laparoscopically, there were three deaths for every 10 000 people.  For an open cut, which is no longer used, 
there were no recorded deaths.  However, I am told that in the Western Australian setting, those three people 
who were involved in the study of 10 000 would not have been able to donate, because they had problems with 
their hearts, and they had some marginal illnesses.  There is some risk to the donor, as there is in any operation.  
However, it would not be like the member for Dawesville doing a partial liver transplant or something like that.  
In fact, one study showed that there was an increased risk of hypertension; another study showed that there was 
not.  Therefore, the risk for the person donating the kidney is much the same as it would be if they were related 
anyway.  Another interesting thing is that one study showed that people who have donated a kidney live longer 
than the general population; in other words, they donate a kidney and live longer.  Probably the reason is 
twofold.  The first is that they were probably very fit in the first place to get through the screening process, and 
the second is that because they have donated a kidney, they are more likely to have their medical checks done 
frequently, and, therefore, anything they may have will be detected early and they will be able to manage it. 

As the member for Roe said, I do not think this legislation will have a huge effect on the number of people 
undergoing kidney transplants in Western Australia.  I imagine that there would probably be six to 12 pairs of 
people a year.  However, that might lead to another dozen or 20 people not waiting for a kidney and being taken 
off the waiting list.  More importantly, it will make a huge difference to those people.  If someone is willing to 
do it crossways, why not?  I do not think we should stand in the way. 

In jurisdictions overseas, such as the United States, the Netherlands, Mexico and Korea, those countries that 
have started the paired exchange program have not stopped it.  In other words, once the program has come in, 
there have not been sufficient problems to abandon it; they have continued on with it.  By way of comparison, 
last year the Netherlands had 60 pairs.  It is a much bigger country, but, as I said, it is not a huge number. 

In carrying out the procedure, the same assessment protocols would apply to somebody who is undergoing a 
living, related transplant or donation that is carried out by the WA Kidney Transplant Service.  Again, potential 
recipients need to be informed that someone intends to give them an organ; in other words, the person receiving 
the organ must have some agreement with the person whom he is trying to facilitate getting the organ from.  In 
other words, in the case of a husband and wife, the husband cannot simply go off and have all the tests done 
without letting the wife know, if the organ is to go across that way.   
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The suitability of the donor and the recipient is determined by the panel of transplant physicians, which we have 
already talked about.  Those physicians do a complete medical and psychological examination.  One of the 
questions I asked was: “What happens if a person changes his mind?  What happens to the other side?”  The 
answer is fairly obvious: the retrieval and the transplanting is done simultaneously.  I think this will happen at 
two different centres - Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and Royal Perth Hospital in the short term - to maintain 
patient confidentiality.  I am sure that patients would like to know in general terms who the other person is.  That 
can usually be facilitated by letter.  However, from the experience that people in the area have had, they have 
found that it is much better if the two pairs do not know each other.  Therefore, there will be four teams of 
surgeons, anaesthetists and so on - two theatres at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and two theatres at Royal Perth 
Hospital.  In that way, patient confidentiality will be maintained.   

Another thing to remember is that this process might take a whole year.  All the way along, until the moment the 
person goes under, that person has the ability to withdraw from the program.  It is not as though a person will 
make up his mind on a Saturday morning and say, “Look, book me in tomorrow and whip it out on Sunday.”  It 
will take 12 months, and there will be plenty of opportunities for potential donors and potential recipients to 
change their minds.   

During consideration in detail we will obviously look at the way in which the minister will organise the 
agreement.  I believe it is a very good thing that it will come back to the minister, because it will lend a check 
and balance to the whole process.  However, I want to give a few warnings about this.  No study has been done 
on the psychology of paired exchange.  Plenty of studies have been done on the psychology of related donors, 
but not on unrelated donors.  My intuition tells me that there should not be much difference, and because of the 
length of time and the assessment program, there should not be much psychological difference.  However, it is 
certainly something to watch out for.  There could be a difference; there is the potential for it.  The other thing 
that I warn against - this is probably a message for some people involved in the hospitals - is that the number of 
kidneys available will increase.  However, that is not a signal to those who work in hospitals to ease off on 
cadaveric donation.  A lot of people do not have someone on whom they can call to give them a kidney.  We 
need to double the rate of cadaveric donation, not halve it.  I do not want anyone to think that paired exchange is 
being facilitated, therefore let us not approach families because they are under stress and all the other reasons 
that are usually given.  The reality is that 70 or 80 per cent of the population at least support organ donation; 
90 per cent of people would accept an organ if their lives depended on it.  In the community, there is huge 
support for organ donation.  If I were in opposition, I would be saying to the government that it is a person’s 
right, if something happens to him and he passes away, to have the medical staff in the hospital approach the 
family.  Even if that person is not registered, it should be the right of that person to expect that his or her family 
will be approached.  That thought is different from the way things tend to operate at the moment.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  If I die, you’re welcome to mine.   

Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  Thanks very much for that; that would be great!   

Before I close, I again make the point that I do not believe that people should be able to buy or sell organs.  One 
of the main reasons for that view is that it will lead to a decline in the number of available organs.  A person will 
wonder why he or she should give an organ away - even if it is to his or her partner - when an organ can be 
bought.  They may think that they should only donate an organ if something happens to the organ that the organ 
recipient has bought.  Some people might think that the dollar speaks, and that might turn families off donating 
through cadaveric donations.  Apart from the fact that it is personally abhorrent, the buying and selling of organs 
will backfire by reducing the number of organs that become available.   

I have a lot more to say on this issue; however, I will conclude by thanking the Minister for Health, who takes 
such a personal interest in this issue.  A friend of the member for Roe died because of his inability to receive an 
organ donation.  I put it on the record that, in normal circumstances, no-one in Western Australia should die 
while waiting for an organ donation.   

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin - Deputy Leader of the National Party) [7.42 pm]:  When I first became a 
member of Parliament, I knew that I was going to learn heaps, which I certainly have.  Madam Deputy Speaker, 
given that you and I became members of Parliament at the same time, I am sure you have learnt heaps as well.  
As members of Parliament, we never stop learning.  Tonight I have been privileged to listen to this debate, 
particularly to contributions by the members for Dawesville and Roe, who are medical general practitioners.  I 
do not have their expertise.  I was also privileged to listen to the member for Southern River, for whom I have 
great respect.  Indeed, I think we are pretty good friends.  I love listening to him talk about this subject because, 
he having been a recipient of a donated organ, he really understands the issue.  He gave a great speech.  I 
enjoyed listening to it and I think we all learnt from it.  Well done, member for Southern River.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  What did you think of my speech?   
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Mr T.K. WALDRON:  I have enjoyed all the minister’s speeches since I have been a member of Parliament.  
For fun, when I retire I will compile a little booklet of the speeches made on subjects on which I knew nothing 
about!  I am sure some of the minister’s speeches will be included in that book!   

The member for Southern River mentioned Spain’s medical donor coordinators.  I hope that we are moving in 
that direction.  Do we have medical donor coordinators?   

Mr P.W. Andrews:  We have one part-time coordinator in Dr Moody, but he is very part-time.  The effect at Sir 
Charles Gairdner, which is our major teaching hospital, was that in each of the years 2001, 2002 and 2003, there 
were only two donors.  In the first year that Dr Moody was on, there were eight donors between April and 
December.  So far this year we have nine.  It has had an immediate effect.   

Mr T.K. WALDRON:  I do not know a lot about this subject.  I would like to talk more about it with the 
member for Southern River.  Obviously, medical donor coordinators is the direction in which we should be 
moving.   

I was interested to hear the member for Southern River talk about the psychological issues.  When I considered 
this issue, I did not think about that.  When the member for Southern River spoke about the psychological issues, 
I imagined myself in a similar situation and realised that the psychological issues for everyone involved, 
including other family members, must be great.   

On behalf of the National Party, we will certainly support this bill because it is important legislation that will 
benefit many Western Australians.  That is why we are here - to pass legislation that benefits Western 
Australians and makes a better life for us all.  This bill, which amends the Human Tissue and Transplant Act 
1982 to enable paired kidney exchange, will certainly do that.   

The background of this issue has been outlined.  Section 29 of the Human Tissue and Transplant Act precludes 
organ exchange arrangements as it prohibits the provision of organs or tissue for valuable consideration.  This 
bill will allow the minister to approve in writing the entering into of an arrangement that allows for paired kidney 
exchange or the similar exchange of other organs.  As stated by previous speakers, paired kidney exchange 
involves two pairs of living donors and recipients and refers to a situation in which the intended recipient of each 
donor is incompatible with the intended donor, but compatible with the other donor.  An exchange is then 
arranged between the two donor recipient pairs.  That is commonsense.  As I understand it, this legislation will 
bring Western Australia into line with other Australian jurisdictions.  One issue is that the amendment is not 
restricted to any specific type of arrangement or contract, thus providing a level of flexibility to deal with other 
situations, rather than only paired kidney exchanges.  The requirement for ministerial approval means that there 
will be an oversight of arrangements that may fall within the scope of prohibition on trading in tissue and organs 
to ensure they arrangements fall within the intent of the legislation.  Any arrangement or contract approved by 
the minister would also need to meet the normal requirements of a donation as outlined in the Human Tissue and 
Transplant Act 1982.  Like the member for Dawesville, I would like clarification on the issue of money for 
exchange and that type of thing.  I agree with the member for Southern River in that we do not want that to 
happen.  I am sure that that is not intended.  I hope that will never happen; however, we must ensure that that is 
the case.  

In this modern era of technological advances, we have a responsibility to ensure that people in need are given 
every opportunity to access a healthy kidney or organ, albeit only for acceptable reasons and under responsible 
guidelines.  Apart from the member for Southern River, I have had other friends in similar situations.  A friend 
of mine who was in the early stages of the disease - he was the same age as me - unfortunately contracted cancer 
and passed away.  Another friend, the late Murray Hill, was on dialysis for some time before he received a 
kidney transplant.  As a result, Murray enjoyed another 12 years of fantastic life.  He used to participate at the 
transplant games, at which he won many medals.  He was a fantastic guy.  We used to share lots of jokes about 
his kidney.  However, having seen that situation first hand, I realise how important the transplant was to his 
family and young boys.  It was a wonderful thing.  

With regard to Aboriginal communities, the member for Dawesville also mentioned the pools program and its 
benefits on renal health.  I recently visited those communities and looked at the pools.  In my days managing 
country football, I used to visit Aboriginal communities.  I was pleasantly surprised by what I saw at some of 
those communities while at others I was very much shocked by what I saw.  The pools program that the member 
for Dawesville instigated during his term as a minister is a fantastic program.  From what I have seen, and after 
looking into it further, it benefits the health of the children in those communities.  People in those communities 
are in no doubt about its benefits, so I believe it is a wonderful thing.  One does not want people to reach the 
stage of needing a transplant.  Prevention is the always the best way to go.  That program is one of many 
preventative programs.   
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The National Party strongly supports this legislation.  I will listen closely during the consideration in detail stage 
to the points of view of members who better understand this issue.  

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Health) [7.48 pm]:  I thank all members for their contributions 
to this legislation, which is indeed small.  Although it contains four clauses, there is only one operative clause.  
That operative clause enables people to enter into arrangements or contracts for sharing the benefits of organ 
donation, the practice of which is currently unlawful.  Section 29 of the Human Tissue and Transplant Act makes 
it quite clear that entering into any contract or arrangement for the sale or supply of tissue from a body is 
unlawful.  This bill enables that to occur in circumstances in which we would all want to see it happen; that is, in 
a paired donation arrangement.  The mechanism that has been employed by the bill is simply that the minister 
can give approval in writing for that to happen, in which case the provisions of the legislation will not apply.  It 
is a very simple amendment.  Its effect will enable probably only a small number of people to benefit, but it is 
something that is much needed.  I will illustrate the extent of the need with an e-mail that I received on 27 
September this year.  I take the opportunity to read it to the house because it puts the case for this legislation in a 
very compelling way and very simply.  It states - 

Dear Mr. McGinty, 

Firstly, I would like to say that I am very pleased to hear that the Government is now considering an 
amendment to the Human Tissue and Transplant Act 1982, that would facilitate paired kidney exchange 
here in Western Australia.   

Although organ donation in Australia is gradually increasing, there are many people dying, when just 
maybe, there could be a candidate for the paired kidney exchange program.   

My son has end-stage renal failure.  His kidneys failed due to him contracting the rare disease - 
Wegners Granulomatosis,   

He is now in remission from this disease and is now in desperate need of a kidney transplant.  
Unfortunately, due to my son’s blood type, no family members are compatible.   

My son is an active member of the community, an owner of a successful company and raising a young 
family, but due to his renal failure and the complications that go with it, he cannot have a fully 
productive life.   

I am a willing donor and would happily enter into an arrangement that would allow me to donate a 
kidney in order for my son to receive one in return.   

. . .  

As you would be aware, the cost involved in keeping patients on dialysis is very high.  Not only 
considering the dollar factor, but the discomfort, complications and restrictions to the patients lives is 
enormous.  One can only appreciate these factors when it is a loved one going through it.   

The Paired Kidney Exchange Program can only be beneficial to all parties.   

We have been researching the paired kidney exchange programs in the USA and have also been liaising 
with several hospitals over there that are currently performing this procedure with great success.   
With the advancement of medical technology and key-hole surgery, the kidney transplant procedure has 
become less invasive and the recovery time is much less.   
I believe that if there are two willing people to donate an organ to save two other peoples lives, or at 
least to prolong their lives, it can only be a plus to all involved and would definitely lower the financial 
burden on the Government’s medical budget.   
. . .  
We have been informed that we would be accepted into the paired kidney exchange program at a 
hospital in the USA, but this will be a very time-consuming exercise finding a match and the expense of 
needing several trips to the USA prior to the actual transplant.  Needless to say, he would be away from 
his consulting specialists here in WA, who would be much more familiar with his condition.   
I have read from the published reports that there are several WA families that would be suitable (and 
more than willing) for the paired kidney exchange program if the legislation were to change, this, I’m 
sure is only the tip of the iceberg.   
. . .  We would like to see this bill acted upon as soon as possible and passed so that we can make 
decisions together with our son regarding the possibilities of which way to go for a kidney transplant.   
. . .  
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Kind Regards,  

That puts the case as eloquently as possible for this legislation to be passed through the Parliament without 
further delay.   

I should also say in closing that I am very grateful to the member for Southern River for his address to the 
Parliament tonight on this legislation.  We are all aware of the difficulties he is facing on matters relating to 
kidney transplant.  We certainly wish him well in the issues ahead of him.   

Mr P.W. Andrews:  I just want to put on the record that the paired kidney exchange program does not affect me 
at all.  In light of the recent shares fiasco, I wanted to make sure that members know I have nothing to gain by 
supporting this legislation.  In fact, my wife is in the public gallery and she has already offered me a kidney.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The important point that was made by the member for Southern River was that, only a few 
years ago, Western Australia was among the poorest performing states in the nation for organ donation 
generally.  The variety of efforts that have been made, of which this legislation is a small part, has led to a 
significant turnaround in the level of organ donation in this state.  The member for Southern River reliably 
informs me that he expects Western Australia to this year be the best performing state per capita for organ 
donation.  That is a radical turnaround in a relatively short period.  A number of the initiatives that the member 
for Southern River referred to - the medical donor coordinator and a variety of others - have contributed to that 
turnaround.  However, it is still not good enough.  A lot more needs to be done in this area.  There is always the 
potential to increase the level of organ donation.  That takes constant vigilance and looking at every opportunity 
to press that matter.   

In the past several months I have communicated with federal ministers Joe Hockey and Tony Abbott on a 
proposal that I believe, and am reliably informed by a number of clinicians in this area, would at least double the 
rate of organ donation in Western Australia and, if so applied, also nationally.  I am keen to press that.  We have 
not had a good response from the commonwealth government so far.  Much of that proposal involves getting 
people on the donor register.  There are not enough people on the register at the moment, which gives rise to 
complications when the time for donation arises.  If someone is on the register, that will generally be respected 
by the family.  The relatively low number of people on the register creates problems for everyone involved, as 
potential donors may not be on the register.  We are keen to pursue every element of this issue, because 
everybody who is involved in organ donation can have the effect of saving or prolonging the life of a great 
number of human beings in our community.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  How many donor coordinators are there?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  One. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  Should there not be one for each of the major tertiary hospitals?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  That is something the member for Southern River has advocated and is something that I 
think would significantly improve the situation.  That is one element of all the different aspects of this issue.  
Other elements would also lead to increased levels of donation.  To be blunt about it, we need to make sure that 
there are not too many missed opportunities.  That might seem a hard way to put it, but that is the reality of the 
job that needs to be undertaken in the hospitals to make sure that those opportunities are maximised.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  Can you speak before you close about the issue of the minister having a say in whether the 
transplant organisation should recommend to you, or something along those lines?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I cannot envisage a situation in which the minister would act unilaterally.  Generally 
speaking, the arrangements to find a match would be entered into at a hospital level by the people involved in 
treating the patients.  It might even involve people who are strangers.  That might be the normal course of events.  
The power for the minister to do that is simply the technique to facilitate what is medical best practice and what 
the clinicians desire.  It would not be a power that would be exercised unilaterally by the minister; it would be 
done on advice.  I will give another example.  The minister has the power to declare an area of unmet need in the 
medical work force.  That is not something I would ever just go out and declare.  Advice would be received and 
the minister would simply ratify an arrangement put in place by others.  It really has nothing to do with the 
minister.  The minister is simply the person who facilitates the arrangement that has been entered into at the 
clinical level by the treating doctors.   

I thank all members who have participated in this debate for their contributions.  This is a thoroughly worthwhile 
initiative and one that will hopefully save or certainly prolong the lives of many Western Australians in the years 
ahead.   

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time.  
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Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Health) [7.59 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [8.00 pm]:  I want to say a few words in response to some comments by my 
colleague the opposition Whip.  During the minister’s speech, when we were briefly discussing the ministerial 
approval side of things, the minister said that he would not give approval independently and that he believed 
such approval would come to him via some advice.  The member for Roe asked whether I would move a motion 
to refer the bill to the Education and Health Standing Committee, which is a committee of which the Deputy 
Speaker, the member for Bassendean and I are members.  Sadly for the member for Roe, I said that we were in 
the middle of investigating outcomes-based education for remote Aboriginal communities, and I did not want 
our committee to look into this issue.  This obviously disappointed the member for Roe.  However, I truly 
believe that some reference to approval must be included in the bill.  The member for Roe suggested some 
amendments and referred to the Western Australian transplant service council, which oversees transplants in this 
state.  The proposed amendment of the member for Roe would insert on page 2, line 16, after “Minister” the 
words “with advice from the Western Australian Transplant Service Council”.  Another proposed amendment 
related to an altruistic agreement and ruled out a financial agreement.  I declined to do what the member for Roe 
asked me to do, but I have some sympathy for his view.  He is worried that the bill will pass through this place 
with the minister having made only a general response, and that it will pass through the other place without 
amendment.  I guess the reason that I have leapt to my feet now is partly to placate the member for Roe, but also 
to ask the minister whether he will respond to the member for Roe’s concerns.  I have heard the letter that the 
minister read out from someone who is interested in the bill.  I am very happy to see the bill go through the 
Parliament quickly.  I am not talking about hiving off the bill to a committee that will take a long time to 
examine it.  I thought I saw the minister nodding his head when I talked about not wanting a future minister 
agreeing to something that has some financial agreement attached to it, and that any agreement should remain 
altruistic.  I hope in the minister’s third reading response he will get me off the hook by saying either that he is 
happy to consider those recommendations or that he does not see a problem with the other house referring the 
bill to a committee, which would obviously comprise a lot of government members, so that it could consider the 
alternative wording suggested by the member for Roe.  On my reading of the amendment, it would be reasonable 
to ask the minister to make his decision based on advice.  The minister said in his second reading response that 
he expected any future minister to take advice.  I hope the minister can satisfy the concerns of the member for 
Roe by agreeing to an amendment that I have the impression he agrees with anyway, which would resolve the 
member for Roe’s concerns that the final decision would be the minister’s responsibility without taking advice, 
which the general feeling of this house is opposed to. 

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Health) [8.03 pm]:  I seek to give some comfort, through the 
member for Dawesville, to the member for Roe.  This is not the sort of issue on which a minister would act 
unilaterally; that is, sign off on agreements without advice from the Department of Health and the clinicians 
involved.  No doubt a protocol will be set up, as these matters always are, for the way in which the approval will 
be sought and obtained.  The member for Southern River, in his speech on this issue, spoke about the significant 
amount of time involved in the receipt of organs for donation and all the medical, psychological and other 
checking mechanisms that are involved in that process.  Therefore, these are not matters that are dealt with 
quickly; they are always dealt with based upon advice from the Department of Health and experts in the 
department dealing in the organ donation and transplant field.  I am not in a position to say that the advice would 
come from the Western Australian transplant service council; I expect it would, but I am not in a position to 
formally confirm that.  However, it would come from the people who are involved in that area on a day-to-day 
basis in a way in which -  

Dr K.D. Hames:  Would that be a problem if amendments to do that were moved in the other place? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It would not add anything to it, frankly.  I am sorry to be brutal about that.  I can only say 
that this is something that is done on the basis of advice.  The name of the Western Australian transplant service 
council might change or it might come and go.  All that the amendment does is add a complication to legislation, 
which is strictly unnecessary. 

The word “contract” would have been changed to “altruistic agreement” in another foreshadowed amendment.  It 
is a contract.  Members may call it something else, if they wish.  In fact, the idea of a well-intentioned agreement 
- if we call it that - does not detract from the fact that at law it is a contract; that is what we are dealing with.  
Therefore, again, I regard that foreshadowed amendment - I do not say this in a disparaging sense - as being a 
semantic difference.  I believe that it is better to call a spade a spade rather than to call it something else that 
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might better suit some people’s sensitivities or sensibilities.  Therefore, again, I do not know whether these 
amendments would do anything to enhance the provision, which at the moment is very straightforward.  The 
effect of it is to enable paired donations to occur.  It does that and I think we should consider the practical effect 
of legislation.  Therefore, I am not inclined to accept the amendments because, if anything, they detract from the 
simplicity of the legislation as it is currently drafted and its effect. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


